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	Title: Applying Machine Learning to Forecast Solar Production and Reduce Reliance on Fossil Fuels
	School: Lakewood High School, Lakewood
	Sponsor: Andrew Schultz
	Abstract: The intermittency (inconsistent production) of renewable energy is a problem which must be solved before renewable energy sources can become ubiquitous. Current approaches leverage satellite forecasts to predict energy availability. This project seeks to improve the precision, economic viability, and accuracy of these predictions with an image-based method of solar forecasting.
	The project involves engineering a device with Raspberry Pi that can predict short-term solar power production. The mechanism tracks and photographs the sun across the sky, and records the power output of a solar panel.
The images and power readings are fed into a Python Deep Feed Forward (DFF) neural network machine learning algorithm that was coded from scratch with no libraries. The DFF network operates by taking numerical inputs through a series of equations to produce a predicted output which is compared with the actual output in order to modify the equations, gradually improving the neural network’s accuracy. The untrained network had an average error of 4,300%, and testing data indicated that the trained neural network had a mean error of 40% and median error of 22.3%. Both values need to be improved before a final design could be utilized, but the results indicate localized short-term solar forecasting is feasible.
	The implications of a local solar predictive device lie in enabling improved prediction of energy supply, more efficient energy use, and less reliance on fossil fuels. These improvements would permit the independence of a renewable grid and improve energy value, progressing the pathway to net-zero emissions.
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